
 
Unearned Bounty - Getting Clarity from madness 
 
Unearned Bounty  is a MOBA-inspired, free for all pirate 
game that allows up to 8 players to compete to see who 
gets the most loot. I worked on the sound design and 
audio implementation using Fmod integrated into Unity. 
 
The game uses a cartoony and stylized look, so I tried to 
make the sound design shine and pop out to get player 
into the pirating and plundering mood. But Unearned 
Bounty is also a competitive game, where being aware 
of your surroundings is crucial if you want to get ahead of your enemies. 
 
With this in mind, I created layered system in Fmod 
for all the most important sounds (like cannons, 
special abilities and cooldowns) that allows the 
player to get tactical information. Using variables 
like distance, upgrade level or even position in the 
rankings, the audio engine dynamically changes the 
mix between audio layers, EQ and reverb parameters. 
 
The result is a more realistic distance attenuation 
effect that allows the player to quickly get an idea of 
how far away their opponents are and, at the same 
time, it makes sounds more intense and exciting only 
when it makes sense and is useful. I believe audio 
should always serve the gameplay and the story and 
this is what I tried to achieve with this design. 
 
Something I learned while working on this project is 
that game audio implementation is very much about 
balance. You need to playtest a lot and tweak your 
parameters many times to get a natural sounding 
soundscape. I realised I was doing this a bit blindly, 
just going for it and solving whatever problem would 
appear first. After a while, I decided that I needed more structure in my testing, making the most prominent and important 
elements work first and then slowly adding secondary elements and sweeteners.. 
 
I have also learned to take advantage of some of the tools Fmod offers for these tasks. The profiler is particularly powerful, as 
you can track any event and parameter behaviour in real time to make sure you understand how audio is flowing through the 
system. 
 
In conclusion, I learnt to be more proficient and methodical with the technical side of things so I can then “forget” about them 
and focus on adjusting how the gameplay feels.  You can here a bit of the sound design here. 

http://javierzumer.com/games-portfolio
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cW_r-GIX_Rw

